
Consciousness and the Future

In some transimagens I receive child perceives a kind of bright light and even sometimes in a
triangular shape on top of their heads or else the formation of the forehead. Okay, I do a lighting effect
in the captures of images, but the "coincidence" is that it is precisely in their heads in the frontal region
after the image formed the lighting remains at that location.
Another interesting thing is that in my audio always try to question either image I get. For some in the
majority and the answers appear with the word "Crystal". This name was given to me as the
identification of three images that get it. Two children and one adult male of a face with long hair,
mustache and beard. With this source of information I get the instrumental transcommunication end
up being taken to the polls in their meaning. When I discovered the Indigo and Crystal Children.
"Indigo" and "Crystal" are the terms given to these two generations because they perfectly describe
their aura colors and patterns of strength. Indigo children have a lot of indigo blue in their auras. This
is the color of the "third eye chakra," which is the energy center inside the head located between the
eyebrows. This chakra regulates clairvoyance or the ability to see energy, visions and spirits. Many of
the Indigo Children are clairvoyant.
The generation of the Crystal Children, shows an attraction to crystals and stones they have auras
with beautiful shade of pastel in multiple colors.
The Crystal Children began to appear on the planet since 2000 although some say it started
appearing a little earlier. These children are very powerful and their main purpose is to bring us to the
next level of evolution to reveal to us our inner power and soul. They work as a group consciousness
rather than as individuals and live by the "Law of One" or Unity Consciousness. Powerful forces are
children of love and peace on the planet.
The Indigo and Crystal Adults are composed of two groups. The first group are those who were born
as Indigos and are now making the transition to Crystal. This means they undergo a spiritual and
physical transformation that awakens his conscience "Crystal" that will connect the Crystal children as
part of the evolutionary wave of change. The second group are those born without these qualities, but
they purchased them working hard and following a spiritual path. This means that we all have the
potential to be part of "human angels".
There are some very definite characteristics that the Crystal Children have when they embody:
Babies are usually large and often have heads that are proportionally large for their bodies. It has
large, piercing eyes and stare at people in the eye for long periods. What these babies are doing is
accessing the records of the soul and the adult who is reading it. This behavior is perfectly normal for
these children and they will be very happy if the adult does the same back. It's the way crystal
communicate, look for the soul of another being who he is and feel. One thing we all learn to do in the
future.
The Crystal Children are primarily known by their auras are usually crystal clear, but may also have
shades of gold, indigo blue or purple, depending on their affiliation Ray. The Crystal Children are born
with access to their multidimensional and are generally anchored in the Sixth Dimension with the
ability to open to the Ninth Dimension, the full Christ Consciousness! That when the planet is ready,
probably around the year 2012 and the first generation of Crystal Children reach age 12.
Examples of face images of children getting into TCI confirmed on audio purporting to be Crystal. The
last image of the face adult male audio said that his name is Crystal, and is the Kingdom of Love.



Male face down with a beard and mustache.
The name given to me on audio

"Crystal"
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